ANTHONY   EDEN
To follow three  such  orators,  each  at the top of his
debating form, is a privilege that many members would
prefer to waive.  Nor do back benchers always wait to hear
the efforts of their brethren. When a big speaker is up the
House will fill with an almost magic rapidity and silence,
but when he is down it empties again, and the process, equally
rapid, is also ribald and brutal. Parliamentary etiquette and
patience have over years become highly technical, almost
inhuman virtues.  In this context it is possible to appreciate
the comment of The Times after its account of MacDonald's
speech,   * The subsequent debate *, it notes, 4 was not dull
owing to an excellent speech from Captain Eden, but it was
sparsely attended until the final stages.9   Very wisely he
avoided  the  rhetorical  flourish  and  confined  himself  to
straightforward argument.   Mr. MacDonald had c worked
himself up to some measure of indignation * at the Govern-
ment's present policy, and refreshed that indignation with
reminiscences of his own recent brief tour to some of the
capitals of Europe. On his arrival home, Eden gathered that
MacDonald was depressed and dissatisfied with the part this
country was playing in the councils of Europe and the world.
We were not pulling our weight.  But now he was talking
about the * tremendous damage ' caused by the Government
in foreign affairs.   * Tremendous damage/ said Eden, * is
seldom effected by countries which do not count, which are
not important to the immediate history of Europe.' The con-
troversy was complicated, but the Government had some
right to complain of the nebulous charges brought against
them in connexion with the recent Anglo-French negotia-
tions.   Let us be quite clear what happened.   The British
Government was not responsible, according to Eden, for the
original proposal, nor was it an action arising out of the
brain of our Foreign Secretary with a sinister purpose behind
it. The author of it was the chairman of the Draft Com-
mission, who more than once appealed that those Powers
which  disagreed   about   the  proposed   Draft   Convention
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